


Isabella Bannerman, Diane Brawarsky, Pepe Coronado, Barbara King, Gina Randazzo and Ed Young

The Studio Collective artists began collaborating in 2012. The members work on group projects  
and have rotating studio visits that provide the opportunity to view and discuss each participant’s 
ongoing practice.

Our River is the current thematic project by the Studio Collective. Members have created work in 
various disciplines: artist book, collage, drawing, multi-media, photography, and printmaking, that 
addresses the global issues of energy, land and water use, along with the local history of the  
Hudson River’s industrial pollution and clean up. A projection of how the future might look has 
been a constant discussion among the group, who found inspiration in Pete Seeger’s accomplishments 
as the leader of the movement to restore the health of the Hudson River.
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I was born into the onset of WWII when Manchuria was invaded, while America was barely dug out 
from the Great Depression. Recycling has been a way of life for me ever since. I was brought  
up in seaports: Tientsin, Shanghai, Hong Kong, San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York City, so  
waterways are in my veins. I am a visual storyteller by trade. Before that, I studied  
architecture, industrial design and graphic design, focusing on these disciplines’ environmental 
roots and relationship to nature.

The vacant buildings of the waterfront Anaconda factory and the Palisades have been my inspiration 
in my nearly 39 years of residency in Hastings-on-Hudson, NY. I recall reading of an ironic  
factual event in Ancient China. When digging deep into the earth for fresh water people stumbled 
upon OIL. The realists called it “BLACK WATER” and pronounced it totally useless. Sometimes, for 
human progress, a dreamer can be useful.

What if a team of modern alchemists come up with a method to turn this MUCK of ours into benign 
USAGE, which might save billions in shipping, burying, walling in, and dumping? What if we  
challenge the imagination of our human ingenuity for a solution? This is the hope of the  
Our River exhibition: raise the question and I trust there will be an answer.
 
Ed Young, 2014

OUR RIVER
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Orr Room, Hastings-on-Hudson Public Library, 2014 Photo by Gina Randazzo



The participants in Our River are members of the Studio Collective, a group of politically and  
socially engaged artists who live in Hastings-on-Hudson. Isabella Bannerman, Diane Brawarsky,  
Pepe Coronado, Barbara King, Gina Randazzo, and Ed Young share more than an address, however.  
This exhibition of artwork by the Studio Collective was inspired by their profound, mutual concern 
for the current and future condition of the former Anaconda Wire and Cable factory, which sits on 
the shore of the Hudson River. Declared a Superfund site in July of 1989, the Anaconda factory had 
once been Hastings’ biggest employer[s], providing union jobs for many families in the area. 

During World War II, the United States military was its most eager customer, and the factory 
produced massive quantities of copper wiring for the Navy. For decades, however, and in willful 
disregard of the 1899 Federal Refuse Act, the factory regularly dumped its highly toxic industrial 
waste from copper wire production into the Hudson River. Polychlorinated Biphenyls, or PCBs, were 
the most harmful of these contaminants. Manufactured domestically after 1929 and used to insulate  
copper wires, PCBs and other poisonous by-products were released into waters adjacent to the  
Anaconda, and accumulated in the surrounding area. The company was investigated and indicted for 
violating the law in September of 1971, while the extent of environmental damage was evident when 
the Anaconda building was declared a Class 2 “Superfund” site almost 18 years later. 

Since then, environmentalists have continued their attempts to clean the site and Building 52,  
the remaining structure from the Anaconda factory. Residents from Hastings-on-Hudson have sought 
ways to address the contamination, and the community has faced a struggle over the years between 
removing all remnants of the Anaconda, and reconciling that the factory and its legacy will always 
be a part of their history. The artists in the Studio Collective have each responded to the  
ongoing struggle to resolve the situation. With this exhibition, Bannerman, Brawarsky, Coronado, 
King, Randazzo, and Young present artworks that incorporate, reflect upon, and examine the many 
historical, political, environmental, and social issues surrounding the Anaconda.

Pepe Coronado’s print Presencia is at once specific and general, abstract and documentary.  
At the top of the picture is a three-part panorama of the Hudson River. Like an altarpiece that 
depicts the same subjects at multiple points in time, Coronado’s panorama skews and extends our 
perspective so that we see more than is possible in the real world. In the left panel, we  
register our location in relation to the distant, dark water tower: here, we look down the  
river to the south, with Hastings on the left shoreline. The right panel provides the opposite, 

PERSPECTIVE AND TRANSFORMATION IN THE ART OF THE STUDIO COLLECTIVE



north-facing point of view, and the central panel depicts the landscape immediately across the 
river. Altogether, the panorama offers us large-scale Nature, as with Hudson River School  
landscape painting. 

The lower half of his work—a series of overlapping, right angle triangles—transformed the most 
familiar detail of the Anaconda, one that is echoed by many of the other artists. This is the 
sawtooth roof, which consists of triangular, windowed sheds. Although this unique design makes a 
strong visual impact, the sawtooth roof was a highly functional nineteenth century architectural 
innovation designed for large industrial buildings like the Anaconda. Sloped glass windows face to 
the north and act as the primary light source for the building; prior to widespread  
electrification, a series of these peaked sheds on a roof offered an ideal means of lighting an 
entire floor. They enable natural, indirect sunlight to flood the space; the less intense northern 
light adds little additional heat to the room, and current “green” architecture uses this same 
innovation to limit building electrical usage and costs. The Anaconda’s iconic sawtooth roof is a 
reminder that innovative and creative problem solving can dramatically transform entire  
industries, landscapes and lives.

In Isabella Bannerman’s work Hastings Riverfront Timeline, the artist provides us with an  
alternate means of perceiving Building 52 and its surroundings. This depiction of the waterfront 
and shoreline is part of Bannerman’s engagement with graphic arts, and with the evolving  
history of land use and development in Hastings-on-Hudson. Bannerman’s selection and  
transformation of these maps gives the viewer a means to locate specific places geographically  
and at different points in time. From the perspective of the present day, it is easy to see the 
hazards of PCBs and industrial pollution. But the maps enable us to envision a place and time when 
the National Conduit Cable factory represented possibility, opportunity, wealth and productivity 
in the early twentieth century. 

The theme of transformation continues with Barbara King’s piece, Waterfront Decisions, which 
unites images from various perspectives and types of media. Bright green photographic images of 
cellular organisms float along the bottom of the work. Texts add another dimension to the work, 
from the hopeful (“New Bacteria Found for Destroying PCB’s”) to the scientific (“Dehalococcoides,” 
the bacteria’s code-like name) to the expressive hand-drawn markings that deface different areas 
on the black-and-white photograph of the entire Anaconda site. With the careful arrangement of 
pieces, King seems to suggest that multiple perspectives are necessary to view the entire  
situation, and to imagine a solution to the environmental catastrophe created by the Anaconda. 

 



Offering yet another perspective, Gina Randazzo’s starkly beautiful black and white photograph 
Building 52 depicts a broad view of the Hudson River. The Palisades loom in the far background, 
and their shape and size echo the sawtooth roof. The water tower juts up from behind those dark 
eaves, like an alien pod waiting for launch. In the foreground, two tall, inky black trees assert 
themselves over the scenery, train tracks just barely visible beneath the brush. Randazzo’s  
photograph reveals a chilling future in this gray winter setting that seems abandoned by humans. 

In dialogue with Randazzo’s photograph is the abstract, multimedia work Hudson River: Winter by 
Diane Brawarsky. Here, the color palette—of sepia, chestnut, and fallow browns, silvery grays, and 
blue-ish, bruised whites—perfectly encapsulates a Hudson winter landscape. At the bottom of the 
piece, the river is represented by two rows of rectangles arranged along the horizontal plane; 
brushstrokes coat the surface like tracks over snow and ice. An array of dark brown rectangles 
cascade from upper left to middle right as the topmost mountain peaks of the Palisades across the 
Hudson. Rectangles with rough edges, made of corrugated cardboard pieces, create the bare winter 
tree line, with the brightest gray-white clouds, snow and sky appearing along the top row. In  
depicting this river view as seen from the hills in Hastings, and in constructing the Hudson  
landscape in winter, Brawarsky’s abstract forms and recontextualized materials reconfirm the idea 
of transformation—in art, in nature, and in Hastings.

Ed Young’s collage and relief piece Sunrise on #52 shows a similar play with material. His work 
is a minimalist composition that perfectly captures the play of sunlight on the Anaconda rooftop. 
Young employs humble, unconventional materials to create his piece. Its spare lines suggest the 
enormous ridged spine of a river-dwelling monster, a dragon in mid-flight, or a dinosaur. His  
artistic process of reclaiming and reusing cardboard cast-offs shows how a shift in perspective 
can inspire new ideas to address old problems. As perhaps the most radical appropriation and  
assemblage of media in this exhibition, Young’s piece imagines a fantastical place created with  
a lens of possibility. 

Altogether, the Studio Collective offers a dynamic model of contemplation and response.  
The works in this exhibition offer us an alternate means to comprehend the site as a whole, from 
the microcosmic cellular structures of toxic PCBs, to the industrial architecture of this former 
factory, to the contaminated beauty of the surrounding Hudson landscape. Reflecting on the same 
subject, using a multitude of images and perspectives, the artists transform diverse media and  
materials. Their artworks show that creativity, imagination, and optimism are valuable,  
constructive tools that enable us to reconsider the past, present and future of the Anaconda,  
the environment, and Hastings-on-Hudson.

    
Essay by Juliana Kreinik, Ph.D.



My pieces celebrate the changing seasonal beauty of the Hudson River. Living in 
Hastings, I am grateful for the “aha” moment when I come upon this panorama. 
Living in Hastings I am also aware of the decontamination, chemical cleanup and  
pollution issues. Can we remedy, save and savor our scene?

DIANE BRAWARSKY

Hudson River: Winter, 26” x 34”
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These works use the interplay of imagery (of Building 52, the waterfront, and  
abstract shapes made by the motion of erasure) in triptych, to suggest the decision 
a community now faces. Does it retain Building 52 as a standing structure  
representing the industrial past in Hastings-on-Hudson, or remove it and leave  
history to memory?

PEPE CORONADO

Presencia, 24” x 37”



ISABELLA BANNERMAN

Hastings Riverfront Timeline, 5” x 84”
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In order to depict the changes in land use of the Hastings-on-Hudson Riverfront, I chose 12 maps 
from the collection of the Hastings Historical Society, dating from 1777 to 2014.The Revolutionary 
War map records only the movement of troops, and the locations of camps and launching sites. Moving 
forward in time, the printing quality of the maps improves, as they become more densely drafted  
with farms, factories, homes, and a railroad. One, from the 1980’s, is marked with felt pens that 
show which shuttered factories were to be demolished. And the last, a screen shot from Google maps, 
accurately locates the main road and the train station, between a flat buzz of pixels.I became  
fascinated by how the graphic qualities of the maps revealed the priorities and attitudes of each 
era. I used the line of the riverbank to unite the 12 maps. Made with research assistance from  
Hastings High School student, Gretchen Bogan. Printed by Coronado Print Studios.



The pieces included in this show are largely made during the last year in response to the threat 
of losing our historical Building #52 to the chemical cleanup. It is the notion of embracing  
Hastings’ historical past by preserving a “major character” uniquely our own, while welcoming all 
its promise to rise as an extraordinary GATEWAY to our Hudson, that provides the driving force 
inspiring our exhibit. To celebrate the revitalizing of Building #52, all of my artworks are made 
from used materials. Hopefully, this is only a beginning.

ED YOUNG

Sunrise on 52, 18 ½” x 68” 
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The mixed media work in this show represents my investigation into the history of  
the Hastings waterfront and my dreams of the possibilities for its future.  
Past decisions regarding which structures from the Anaconda site were demolished and  
which ones remain are illustrated. The contamination and possible decontamination 
solutions for Building 52 and the Hudson River are visualized by various chemical 
symbols for PCBs and photographs of enlarged bacteria that chemically break down 
their toxicity. A reconfigured Building 52 floating on the Hudson presents a vision of 
the structure repurposed and saved. As Ed Young stated, “Raise the question and  
I trust there will be an answer.”

BARBARA KING

Waterfront Decisions in 3D, 9” x 14” x 9” 
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GINA RANDAZZO

Building 52 is the only factory still standing at the former home of Anaconda  
Wire and Cable, which operated on this site from 1928 to 1975, employing many  
local citizens. 

While producing cables for the Navy during World War II, Anaconda developed  
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) as a substitute for rubber insulation, which  
was then unavailable for import. 

Later PCBs were found to be toxic, causing illness for plant workers and  
pollution of the Hudson River where they were dumped.

Building 52, 2014
1 River Street 

Hastings-on-Hudson, NY

Building 52, 30” x 24”



OUR RIVER EXHIBITION CHECKLIST

Diane Brawarsky
   •  Hudson River: Fall, 2013, Collage on paper, 26” x 34”
   •  Hudson River: Winter, 2014, Collage on paper, 26” x 34”
   •  Hudson River: Spring, 2014, Collage on paper, 26” x 34”
   •  Hudson River: Summer, 2014, Collage on paper, 26” x 34”
   •  Hudson River: Lotto Game, 2014, Mixed media, 12” x 12”

Pepe Coronado
   •  Presencia, 2014, Archival inkjet print, Edition of 5, 24” x 37”
   •  Borrando el Pasado, 2014, Archival inkjet print, Edition of 5, 14” x 39”

Isabella Bannerman
   •  Hastings Riverfront Timeline, 2014, Twelve archival digital prints, 6” x 7 3/4”
   •  Hastings Riverfront Timeline, 2014, Folding accordion book, 5” x 84”
   •  Hastings Riverfront Timeline, 2014, Digital slide show, 9”x 12 1/4”

Ed Young
   •  Sunrise on 52, 2014, Mixed media, 18 ½” x 68” 
   •  Corrugated Waterfront, 2014, 3D Mixed media, 6” x 31” x 10 3/4”
   •  Human Ingenuity Reflected, 2014, 3D Mixed media, 18 1/2” x 30” x 2”
   •  Windmill, 2014, 3D Mixed media, 20” x 14” x 5 1/2”
   •  Corrugated Gold Gables, 2014, Mixed media, 9 ½ ” x 28”
   •  Two Fans, 2014, Mixed media, 5” x 25” x 16”
   •  Frozen River, 2014, Mixed media, 9 1/4” x 11 1/4”
   •  Palisades in Brown, 2014, Ink on paper, 12” x 26 1/2”
   •  Waterfront in Blue, 2014, Paper collage, 36 1/4” x 21”
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Barbara King
   •  Waterfront Decisions in 3D, 2014, Mixed media, 9” x 14” x 9”
   •  Bacteria Released, 2015, Mixed media, 20” x 16”
   •  Building 52 Transformed, 2015, Mixed media, 13” x 15 1/4”
   •  52 on the Hudson, 2014, Mixed media, 13” x 15 1/4”
   •  52 on the Hudson II, 2015, Mixed media, 8 3/4” x 14 1/4”
   •  Building 52 Reconfigured, 2014, Mixed media, 13” x 15 1/4”
   •  Building 52 Refitted in a Shadowbox, 2015, Mixed media, 9” x 11”
   •  The Hudson on Stage, 2015, Mixed media, 13” x 13”
   •  The Shell of Building 52 & Bacteria, 2015, Mixed media, 17” x 21”
   •  The Hastings Water Tower & PCBs on the Hudson, 2015, Mixed media, 9” x 12”

Gina Randazzo
   •  Building 52, 2014, Archival pigment print, Edition of 5, 30” x 24”
   •  Building 52 Detail 1, 2014, Archival pigment print, Edition of 5, 30” x 24”
   •  Building 52 Detail 2, 2014, Archival pigment print, Edition of 5, 30” x 24”



C o n t a c t :  s t u d i o c o l l e c t i v e 6 @ g m a i l . c o m

Isabella Bannerman, Hastings Riverfront Timeline (Detail)

Front cover artwork by Diane Brawarsky • Catalogue design by Alex Guerrero


